5 Community spirit Extra practice
5.1 Vocabulary
Verbs: technology
1 * Complete the table with the verbs. There are two extra verbs.
access comment edit log on register
respond transfer upload

5 A new school website is going to be … tomorrow.
A networked B responded C launched
6 Always … what you’ve written before uploading it.
A host B edit C log on

Verbs connected to
moving something

Verbs connected to
replying to something

Verbs connected to
opening something

………………

………………

………………

………………

………………

………………

3 *** Complete the sentences with the correct form of six
technology verbs.
1 I …………………… a funny video I filmed to YouTube when my
computer crashed.
2 ‘Do you enjoy …………………… your own blog?’ ‘Yes, although it can

2 ** Choose the correct option.
1 Jacob got a new job via a business … site.
A logging off B networking C transferring
2 I had to … with the company before I could buy online.
A register B upload C launch
3 When I find a really useful website, I always … it.
A edit B launch C bookmark
4 Rachael learned how to … a blog by watching an online tutorial.
A host B respond C comment

be time-consuming at times.’
3 Logan emailed the restaurant yesterday to complain about the service,
but nobody …………………… yet.
4 Your essay needs …………………… . It’s 2,400 words and it mustn’t
be more than 2,000.
5 Over 50 people …………………… on the photo that I posted online
last night!
6 She always …………………… files from her computer to her tablet
using a cable.
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5 Community spirit Extra practice
5.1 Grammar
Question forms

Kim Who (3) ………………… recipe books these days? I found it in a
blog I sometimes read. It’s by a girl who calls herself ‘Angelcake’.

1 * Write the words in the correct order to make questions.
Lily
1 bookmarks / favourite / Who / site / their / ?
…………………………………………………………………………………
2 , doesn’t / hosts / he / Alfie / a website / ?

Kim No, she doesn’t. She (5) ………………… other things, too.
Lily

…………………………………………………………………………………

What else does she (6) …………………?

Kim She blogs about life as a student, but she also suggests cheap and

…………………………………………………………………………………
3 they / do / How / emails / access / their / ?

She just blogs about cakes then, (4) …………………?

easy things to cook.
Lily

How often (7) ………………… her recipes, then?

Kim Actually, that cake is the first recipe I’ve tried!

4 she / Isabel / , isn’t / friend / is a / virtual / ?
…………………………………………………………………………………
5 comment / topics / you / do / on / Which / ?
…………………………………………………………………………………
6 to / are / Where / uploaded / the videos / ?
…………………………………………………………………………………

3 *** Tick () the questions that are correct. Correct the wrong ones.
1 How many followers has the blogger?
…………………………………………………………………………………
2 You met each other face-to-face, didn’t you?
…………………………………………………………………………………

2 ** Complete the dialogue with the words.

3 Who responded to the post about tomato soup cake?
…………………………………………………………………………………

did you didn’t you does she do you use
uses write about writes about

4 He doesn’t actually bake cakes, doesn’t he?
…………………………………………………………………………………

Lily

That cake was amazing. You made it, (1) …………………?

Kim Yes!
Lily

Which recipe book (2) ………………… get the recipe from?

5 On what did you comment yesterday?
…………………………………………………………………………………
6 What does happen in an online community?
…………………………………………………………………………………
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5 Community spirit Extra practice
5.2 Vocabulary
Nouns: manners
1 * Choose the correct option.

4 Before posting an online comment, read the terms and conditions so

1 Shy people often find tradition / interaction difficult.

that you know the website’s rules of acceptable behaviour.

2 Turn your mobile off at the cinema to show consideration /

…………………

appreciation for others.
3 Diplomacy / Etiquette is essential when dealing with angry
customers.
4 The consideration / tradition of business people wearing ties has

5 Do you think the position you have in society makes a difference to
your personality? …………………
6 Students should show good manners and respect to teachers at all
times. …………………

become less popular in recent years.
5 We made a thank-you card for our teacher to show our appreciation /
diplomacy for his hard work.

3 *** Complete the text with the correct manners nouns.
Manners on the road

6 I didn’t shake hands when I met you because I didn’t know the correct
etiquette / interaction.

With millions of cars on the UK’s roads, it is essential that drivers show
(1) ………………… for others. At times, drivers have to move onto the
opposite side of the road in order to pass obstacles such as parked cars.

2 ** Replace the underlined words with the nouns.
appreciation interaction netiquette politeness rank rudeness

When a driver on the other side of the road stops to allow you through, the
(2) ………………… is to thank them by holding up your hand to show your
(3) ………………… .

1 He made a bad impression with his bad manners and a lack of respect
and he was asked to leave the group. …………………
2 With plenty of practice, communication with people in a foreign
language becomes easy. …………………
3 They showed their enjoyment of the good service by leaving the waiter
a tip. …………………

Unfortunately, people don’t always use polite gestures. Some drivers
behave badly when they are very angry with another driver. This
(4) ………………… can sometimes cause ‘road rage’, where the drivers
actually get out of their cars and start arguing with each other. In these
situations, it takes a person of (5) ………………… , such as a police
officer, to use their skills of (6) ………………… to resolve the problem.
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5 Community spirit Extra practice
5.2 Grammar
Verbs with -ing and to
1 * Complete the sentences with the correct verbs.

3 *** Complete the text with the correct form of the words.

reading to read

do download go read tell think watch yawn

1 My mum stopped …………… newspapers years ago.
2 Carl was walking home when he stopped …………… a text message.

Do you remember (1) …………… my post a few days ago about my sleep
problems? One of my followers, Ben21, suggested that I tried

to work working
3 After leaving university, Simon went on …………… as a teacher.
4 My dad doesn’t want to go on …………… after he’s fifty-five.
to turn turning

(2) …………… TV in bed. He promised it would help me fall asleep
quickly!
Anyway, I remembered (3) …………… a film from the internet before I
went to bed last night. Once in bed, I started to watch it on my laptop. At
one point, I stopped (4) …………… downstairs for some water, but

5 She doesn’t remember …………… around and closing the door

otherwise I was completely absorbed by the film.

after her.
6 Remember …………… the lights off when you leave the classroom.

So, Ben21, I regret (5) …………… you that your suggestion didn’t work – I
was still wide awake at 3 a.m. and I couldn’t stop (6) …………… about all

2 ** Tick () the sentences with the correct underlined verbs. Correct
the wrong ones.
1 Don’t forget to log off the computer when you’ve finished. ……………

the things that had happened in the film! I also regret (7) …………… the
experiment on a Sunday night – I’m so exhausted this morning that I think
I’ll go on (8) …………… all day!

2 He should try getting a Saturday job to earn some money. ……………
3 They regretted to launch their website when they did. ……………
4 Sorry, I’m late. I stopped buying a magazine on the way. ……………
5 I regret posting that comment on the discussion forum. ……………
6 Jamie went on becoming a celebrity chef on TV. ……………
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